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We use DirichletGNeumann bracketing to obtain sharp upper and lower bounds 
for the spectral counting function of the Dirichlet laplacian for a horn-shaped 
region in Iw”. The first and second term (and an estimate for the remainder) in the 
asymptotic expansion of the spectral counting function are obtained for a region in 
R2 given by {(x,,x,):x,E& x,~iW, I~,j.lx~l”<l}, 2~‘/2icc<2’i2. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be an open bounded set in Iw” (m = 2, 3, . ...) with a piecewise 
smooth boundary aD and let -A, be the Dirichlet laplacian for D. 
A theorem of H. Weyl [l] asserts that the spectrum of -A, is discrete 
A, Q A2 < A, < . . and 
lim ND(n) A-“” = (47~~“‘~ (ZJl +m/2))-’ IDI, (1) 
I+cc 
where (D 1 is the volume of D and 
N,(l)= # {j:&<A}. (2) 
Weyl’s theorem has been generalized to the case where D is an open set in 
[w” with finite volume [2, 31. 
F. Rellich proved in [4] that there exist half tubes in R” (m = 2, 3, . ...) 
with infinite volume for which the spectrum of the corresponding Dirichlet 
laplacian is discrete. We refer to [S, and Refs. therein] for necessary and 
sufficient conditions for discreteness of the spectrum of the Dirichlet 
laplacian for general open sets in 08”. While it is possible to obtain upper 
and lower bounds for the spectral counting function in a variety of 
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“non-Weyl” situations [6-lo], precise asymptotics are available in a few 
special cases only. 
In this paper we will obtain estimates for the spectral counting function 
for horn-shaped regions and improve some of the results in [ll-13, 15, 
161. The following was proved in [16]. 
THEOREM 1. Letf,: [0, 00) + lR+, f2: [0, co) + R+ be right continuous 
and decreasing to 0. Let D c R* be 
D={(xI,x~):xI>~, -f,(x,)<x,<f,(x,)>, (3) 
f(x)=f1(x)+f*(x)7 x > 0, (4) 
and suppose that 






Z,(t) = trace(e’dD), (7) 
(A(t)-B(t), tlOolim,,,A(t)/B(t)= 1). 
Since 
formula (6) suggests that 
03) 
(x + = (x + 1 x 1)/2). However, the tauberian theorem required [17] assumes 
growth conditions on Z,(t) which are not satisfied in general. Further- 
more, the right hand side of (9) is always finite even if condtion (5) is not 
satisfied. 
In this paper we resolve these problems. The main result is the following. 
580/104/l-8 
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THEOREM 2. Let fl : [0, co) + kF+, f2: [O, “o) + iw+ be right continuous 
and decreasing to 0. Let D and f be given by (3) and (4), respectively. Then 
for 1> 0 
< ?clf(O) %l'* + 2n-3'2f1'2(0) 13'4 (10) 
{I :f(.x)>7&1/2} 
Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing has been used in [14] to obtain a 
sharper form of Weyl’s theorem. For D bounded in R” (m = 2,3) with 
piecewise smooth boundary 8D one finds by bracketing 
However, the sharp remainder is O(I’” ~ I)‘*) [ 18-201. There are few exam- 
ples where the second term in the asymptotic expansion of N,(A) as I t cc 
is known [21,22]. In Corollary 3 we give such an example. This example 
has been studied by various authors [ll, 13, 151 all of whom obtain 
the leading term only. Here we use Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing 
(Theorem 2) to obtain (i) the second term and an estimate for the remain- 
der if 1 < CI < 2112 and (ii) and estimate for the remainder if c1> 2’12. 
COROLLARY 3. Let D, c Iw2 be given by 
where x1 and x2 are the coordinates with respect to a Cartesian frame. Then 
N,JA)=N,,,Jd) andas A.+ co 
N&)=x -‘A log A+ 2n-‘;l(y - log 71) + O(A3’4(log A)“‘), (13) 
ND.(A) = /?(a) 1” +n)‘2 + P(l/x) jl(’ +a)‘(2n)+ O(A(2+n)/4), I <a <2’12, (14) 
N,=(L) = B(a) A” +‘)‘* + cII(,I(~+~)/~), a 2 2 ‘I*, (15) 
where y is Euler’s constant, 
(16) 
and [(a) is the Riemann zeta function defined on C\{ l}. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let E, G Rz be given by 
E,={(x,,x,):x,>O,O<x,<(log(e+x,))~”}, 
where u > 0. Then as ,I -+ co 
NEa(l)-e wn*P’(*~)~(2sr- 1Y(4cr)R(1 -M2~)(u/2)1/2 
(17) 
(18) 
Note that condition (5) is not satisfied for 0 < c( d i. For c1> 4 condition 
(5) is satisfied but Z,(t) grows exponentially fast as t JO, so that 
Karamata’s tauberian theorem cannot be applied. 
Finally in Corollary 5 we show that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 
provided (5) holds. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose D G R2 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
Then (10) implies (6). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we use Dirichlet- 
Neumann bracketing to obtain an estimate for the counting function for 
horn-shaped regions in IR” (Theorem 8). We then prove Theorem 2 as a 
special case. 
In Section 3 we will outline the proofs of the Corollaries 5 and 3. We 
omit the proof of Corollary 4 since it follows from Theorem 2 by a 
straightforward computation. 
2. HORN-SHAPED REGIONS 
Let {xi, . . . . x,} be the coordinates of a point x E IR” (m = 2, 3, . ...) with 
respect to a Cartesian frame. Let P, be the (m - 1)-dimensional plane 
x, = p. For any set D in R” we define D(p) to be the orthogonal projection 
of P,n D onto P,. 
DEFINITION 6. A set D G R” is (one-sided) horn-shaped if (i) D is open 
and connected, (ii) D(p) E D(p’) for all p 2 p’ > 0, (iii) D(p) = rj for p < 0. 
Part (i) of the following is close to [4, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 7. Let D be a (one-sided) horn-shaped set in R”. Let 
D,=limQl, D(p) and suppose that the spectrum of the (m - 1)-dimensional 
Dirichlet laplacian -An, is discrete and given by 1, (0) < A2 (0) < & (0) . . . . 
Let I,(p) < 1, (p) < I,(p) < . .. be the spectrum of the (m - 1)-dimensional 
Dirichlet laplacian - ADCpj. Then 
(i) The spectrum of -A, is discrete if and only if lim, _ o. A1 (p) = 
+CO. 
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(ii) &~~ose lim, j u; E,,(p)= +a. Then for any 6>0 
,g, # {(k,~):kEz+,itL+,(~)2+i,(i8)<l}~N,(1) 









ProoJ: We denote by [x] the integer n such that n Q x < n + 1. Let 
D+ E IR” be the (one-sided) horn-shaped set defined by 
‘i 
Do, O<p<6, 
D+(P)= D(bPl@, ~26, (20) 
42 PdO, 
and let 
D,+ =Df .gl (P,,nD+). 
\ 
(21) 
Consider the Laplace operator with Neumann boundary conditions on 
(J,“= o (do,’ n Pn6) and Dirichlet boundary conditions on dD$ \ tJ,“= 0 
(c?D,’ n P,s). The spectrum of this mixed operator is given by 
(22) 
Suppose lim, _ o. A,(p)= +co. Then 
<(l+PW’) 
.# {k:kEz+,Ak(0)<A}.# {i:iEH+u{O},~l(is)<~}<cO. 
(23) 
By Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing [ 5, Proposition X1.2.41 





and N,(i) <N,+ (A). 
Let D- G R” be the (one-sided) horn-shaped set given by 
D-(P) = DC&l + WI)), 
P >o, 
43 p GO, 
(25) 
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and let 
D,=D- Pns n D - ). 
The spectrum of the Dirichlet laplacian -ADo is given by 
Suppose N,(1) < co. Since D 2 D- 2 D; we have 
ND(~) 2 N,-(A) z ND; (1) 
=itl # {(k,Z):ktLi,ZEL+,($)2+i,(i6)<i) 






It follows that limidoo A, (is)= + co. Since L,(p) is monotone in p we 
conclude lim,,, A,(p)= +CEJ. 
THEOREM 8. Let D be a one-sided horn-shaped set in R”. Suppose that 




,dx f WM4i’;“‘~ 
k=l 
<(1+6P71-1). # {k:kEz+,~k(0)<A} 
+ f # {k:kEH+,&(i6)<1}. 
i= 1 
(29) 
ProojI By (19) we have 
N,(l)< 1 # {(k Z):kEH+, IEZ+ u (O}, (d/d)*+A,(G)<L} 
i=O 
= # {(k, I): keZ+, ZEZ+ u {0}, (nZ/6)*+&(0)<1} 
+ 1 # {k:kEZ+,jlk(i6)<2} 
i= 1 
+ f # {(k,Z):kEZ+,ZEZ+,(7cZ/6)*+lk(i6)<~} 
i= 1 
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= (1 +fiA”2n:p’ ). # {k:kE.z+,Ak(0)d} 
+ f # {k:kEz+,&(iis)<;l} 
+ f f [Grc-’ { {l”-Ak(i6)}+}1’2] 
i=l k=l 
<(l+tiA”‘n-I).# {k:kE~+,&(O)<~} 




+ 5 # {k:kEZ+,~k(ih)<~} 
i= I 
I dx f { {b&(x)}+}1’2, C0.m) k=l 
since x -+ A.,(x) is non-decreasing in x. Furthermore 
N,(I)2 f # {(k,l):k~Z+,Z&Z+,(n1/6)2+;lk(i6)<A} 
i= 1 
=E c [671-‘{A-Ak(id)}“q 
i=l (k:kEL+,&(i6)<i.) 
c (6b {;1-&(id)}1’2- l} 
i=l {k:ktZ+,&(id)<l) 
= f f sn-‘{{n-n,(is)}+}“2 
i=O k=l 
cc 
- 1 # {k:keZ+,;lk(i8)<A} 
i=l 
co 
- 1 &-‘{{~-&(0)}+}1’2 
k=l 
2x-l s dx f {{n-&(x)}+}“2 co. m) k=l 
m  
-1 # {k:keZ+,&(i8)<1} 
i=l 
-61”*r1. # {k: kEZ’+, 1,(0)<1}. 
(30) 
(31) 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let D be as in Theorem 2. Then D satisfies the 




f # {k:kEZ+,&(i6)<A} 
i=l 
=ifl Cf(4 A”*n-‘l< 
(irl+:((i61)1:?,n)f~~~)~1’2~-1 
1 
G~“*(fiw j,.:,(x),,,2>~, dxf(x), 
since x *f(x) is non-increasing. Choose 
6 = n1'/* n-""(f(o))-"* 
1s {x :f(x) 1'" 2 ?I) 





3. PROOFS OF THE COROLLARIES 
Proof of Corollary 5. By taking the Laplace transform of (10) we obtain 
by Cauchy-Schwarz 
I 
+ 2(f (0))“2 np3’* 
co ,‘x 
<f (0) 4- lx - 1/2t - 312 
l/2 
dxf (x) 
{x :/(x) ,I’/2 3 7t) 
+2(f(0))“2 c3’* 




[x :/(x) 2 nA-‘/2] 
+ (3f(O))“2 n-5’4t-7’4 0 dxf(x)ep’“tr-2(x) (36) CO.~) 
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An integration by parts yields 
Finally 
2 (47ct) -u* I 
dx f ep m~f-~(x)(l + 3k2) 
co,4 k=O 
2 (4nt)p”2 
J-LO.4 dx LOd 
& e-~r2f-2(x)(1 + 3k*) 
= (4nt)-’ 3-l/2 j &f@) e ~ ‘?-2(x) 
CO.~) 
> (Jnt)-’ 3-‘/2(f(1))1/* e~~mfz(l)) u 1 112 dxf(x) e-d-2(x) . CO.=J) 
(38) 
Corollary 5 follows from (37) and (38). 
Proof of Corollary 3. Consider the case a > 1. To obtain a lower bound 
respectively upper bound for NDE we put Dirichlet conditions, respectively 
Neumann conditions, on the edges of the square S with vertices (1, l), 
(1, - 1 ), ( - 1, - 1 ), and ( - 1, 1). Then D, is partitioned into S and four 
horn-shaped regions H, , H,, H,, H, such that (2,O) E H, , (0, - 2) E H,, 
( -2,0) E H3, and (0,2) E H4. Then for either Neumann or Dirichlet condi- 
tions on as 
N,(n)=~+o(P). (39) 
For either Neumann or Dirichlet conditions on aH, n as, respectively 












Similarly for either Neumann or Dirichlet conditions on aH, n as, respec- 
tively aH, n LJS, one has by Theorem 2 with f(x) = 2( 1 + x) PcL 




= -&) + /l(l/a) /I” +nv(20r) + O(A”‘). (43) 
Note that I/(a(or - 1)) is the standard Weyl term, since H, and H4 have 
finite measure. From (39k(43) we obtain for a > 1 
N,m(A)=p(a) /I” +ar)‘2 + p( l/a) 1” +“)‘(2a) + o(P+“q (44) 
Finally note that (1 + 1x)/(21x) > (2 + cr)/4 for 1 < 0: < 2l”. This proves (14) 
and (15). The proof of (13) is similar. 
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